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Abstract

We elicit incomplete preferences over monetary gambles with subjective un-
certainty. Subjects rank gambles, and these rankings are used to estimate pref-
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objective uncertainty, suggesting that it results from imprecise tastes more than
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measure.
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It is conceivable and may even in a way be
more realistic to allow for cases where the
individual is neither able to state which of
two alternatives he prefers nor that they are
equally desirable.

von Neumann and Morgenstern, Theory of
Games and Economic Behavior

Is it rational to force decisions in such cases?

Aumann, Utility Theory Without the
Completeness Axiom

Completeness is one of the most fundamental axioms on preferences; put simply,

completeness states that an individual can rank any two alternatives. In contrast,

when preferences are incomplete, there exist alternatives that the individual is un-

able to rank.1 Completeness is so central to standard economic theory that “ratio-

nality” is often defined as completeness plus transitivity (as, for example, in the very

first definition of Mas-Colell et al., 1995), suggesting an implicit normative compo-

nent to the axiom. Despite the widespread reliance on completeness in models of

choice, there have been few attempts to measure the extent to which it is a valid

assumption on preferences.2 We introduce a new method for identifying incomplete-

ness, and find that about forty percent of our subjects do not have complete prefer-

ences in a simple stochastic environment.

Incompleteness is inherently difficult to measure because decision-making exper-

iments elicit choices and typically force individuals to choose between alternatives.

One could attempt to identify incompleteness by looking for indicators that might

correlate with it, or for choice patterns that could be manifestations of individuals’

attempts to complete their incomplete preferences. This often requires a model of

how individuals complete their preferences, and whichever payment mechanism is

imposed can muddy the interpretation of revealed incompleteness. For example, if

one randomly picks an alternative when subjects report that they do not know which

1More formally, given a preference order º, completeness states that between any two alternatives
p and q, either p º q, or q º p, or both; preferences are not complete if there exist p and q such that
neither p º q nor q º p.

2Notable exceptions include Cohen et al., 1985, Cohen et al., 1987, Cubitt et al., 2015, and Costa-
Gomes et al., 2021. We discuss these papers, among others, in Section III.
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they prefer, then one could be capturing a preference for randomization rather than

incompleteness of preferences.3

We try to circumvent some of these obstacles using a relatively simple new method

for identifying incompleteness. We ask subjects to rank lotteries, and we use their

rankings to “estimate” their preferences. Instead of paying subjects directly based

on their rankings, we pay them based on what our estimated preferences predict

they would prefer in a question they never face. Subjects can skip questions when

they are unable to rank the alternatives, and these questions will not enter into the

preference estimation. Given these incentives, subjects can answer questions that

would accurately inform the preference estimation, but need not answer questions

when they “do not know” their preferred alternative. By indicating that they do

not know how to rank the two lotteries, they directly reveal incompleteness. This

allows us to incentivize both answered and unanswered questions in the same man-

ner while identifying where preferences are incomplete. Since we use the estimated

preferences to pay subjects in an outside question rather than paying for one of the

questions subjects answer—and these estimated preferences can be incomplete—we

never have to complete preferences in questions where subjects reveal incomplete-

ness. We discuss concerns of incentive compatibility with this procedure in Section I,

but our data suggest that subjects report truthfully and use the response options as

we interpret them.

We deploy this methodology in a simple online experiment with 1,000 total subjects

who compare monetary lotteries over a random binary event. We find that 39% of

our main sample express incompleteness in at least one comparison. Thus, a non-

trivial minority of individuals have incomplete preferences. However, in any given

binary choice, incompleteness is quite rare—individuals express incompleteness in

only 2–3% of comparisons. Even subjects who do reveal some incompleteness do

so in only about 7% of comparisons. So while many individuals have incomplete

preferences, the extent of incompleteness is small in our environment. Furthermore,

we show that individuals report incompleteness for lotteries that are relatively “far

apart” from one another, and that response times are slowest when individuals report

incompleteness. We also allow individuals to report explicit indifference, and we

show how incompleteness and indifference are distinct.

3This is especially an issue with subjective uncertainty since subjects can use randomization to
eliminate ambiguity (Baillon et al., Forthcoming).
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An inherent feature of our methodology is that we do not force the subjects to make

a choice. This is in contrasts with the standard “Forced Choice” paradigm of most

decision-theoretic inspired experimental work where one asks subjects to choose be-

tween two lotteries without allowing them to express indifference or incompleteness.

We compare the standard Forced Choice environment to our “Non-Forced” Choice

environment using a within-subject elicitation that gives us the ability to detect the

extent to which incompleteness could affect the inferences one makes about behavior

in forced choice environments. In the Forced Choice treatment, each subject faces

the same comparisons as in the Non-Forced treatment, but is asked to make choices

without the option of expressing incompleteness or indifference. If preferences are in-

complete but we do not give subjects the opportunity to reveal their incompleteness,

then we should not be surprised when forced choices exhibit preference reversals or

violations of basic properties like transitivity. We find that transitivity violations are

far more common in the Forced treatment, and that incompleteness and indifference

can explain about a third of these violations.

Preference reversals could indicate that some individuals have underlying incom-

pleteness that they are unaware of or that they do not reveal. We identify this by

looking for cases of “clear" preference reversals—comparisons in which subjects re-

port a strict preference in the Non-Forced treatment and report the opposite prefer-

ence in the Forced treatment. We refer to this as incompleteness that is “indirectly re-

vealed.” 94% of our subjects indirectly reveal incompleteness, and only 3% of subjects

neither directly nor indirectly reveal incompleteness. Including these preference re-

versals as incompleteness implies that individuals have incomplete preferences in

16% of comparisons, on average.

Interestingly, we find that the rates of directly and indirectly revealed incomplete-

ness in any given question are highly correlated across the population. That is, the

questions where subjects are most likely to exhibit preference reversals are the same

questions in which other subjects are most likely to report incompleteness directly.

This lends credibility to the interpretation of preference reversals as reflecting un-

derlying incompleteness, and lends further credibility that our methodology captures

comparisons in which subjects are not sure of their preference.

We design our experiment to reflect the growing theoretical literature on incom-

plete preferences in stochastic environments.4. This literature typically distinguishes

4See, for example, Aumann, 1962; Bewley, 2002; Eliaz and Ok, 2006; Gilboa et al., 2010; Ok et al.,
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between two possible sources of incompleteness: imprecise beliefs and imprecise

tastes. To fix ideas, take the example of an individual who does not know which

insurance policy they prefer. They might be unable to compare two policies because

they are unsure how likely they are to fall ill in the coming year (imprecise beliefs),

or because they are unsure of their risk tolerance (imprecise tastes). Our experiment

mirrors this theoretical distinction by asking subjects to make choices between lot-

teries in a domain of subjective uncertainty. We design binary gambles specifying

payoffs that subjects would receive if the Merriam-Webster Dictionary Word of the

Day on a future date would be a verb or not a verb. Subjects can form a subjective

belief about the likelihood that the word of the day will be a verb, but they might

not be certain about this probability. This allows for incompleteness due to imprecise

beliefs, and we identify belief imprecision by eliciting individuals’ subjective belief

as well as their certainty about this belief in the form of an unincentivized range of

beliefs, following Giustinelli et al. (2019).

45% of subjects report uncertainty about their beliefs. Of these subjects, 42%

directly reveal incompleteness. However, among the 55% of subjects with certain

beliefs, 36% also directly reveal incompleteness. Thus, uncertainty in beliefs con-

tributes directionally to a larger prevalence of incompleteness, but does not seem to

be the primary source. Along the same lines, we find that individuals with larger

ranges of imprecise beliefs are not more likely to report incompleteness. This sug-

gests that imprecise tastes—in our case, imprecise risk preferences—-are the main

source of incompleteness, rather than imprecise beliefs. We confirm this by running

our exact same experiment with lotteries defined over an objective event. We tell

subjects that the probability of the event (analogous to the likelihood that the word

of the day would be verb) is equal to one third in one treatment and equal to one

half in the other treatment. These objective probabilities mirror the modal beliefs

from our subjective version of the experiment. We find that the same percentage of

subjects report incompleteness in this treatment, and there is only a very small re-

duction of incompleteness at a comparison-level. Thus, we conclude that the main

driver of incompleteness seems to be imprecise tastes rather than imprecise beliefs.

We see a few important implications of our results. First, incompleteness is im-

portant to understand for the reliability of two main goals of economics: assessing

welfare and predicting behavior. Even though individuals might be able to make

2012; Galaabaatar and Karni, 2013; Karni, 2021
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choices when their underlying preferences are incomplete, this does not mean those

choices should be used in welfare assessments. It is important to understand when

individuals are unsure of their choice and would prefer it not to be used as indication

of their preferences, which is exactly the motivation behind our elicitation mecha-

nism. Related to this, a goal of estimating preferences is to predict future behavior.

If individuals are unsure of their choice, it is likely the case that this choice and its

implications on preference are not accurate predictors of future decisions. Identifying

incompleteness in turn can yield better predictions.

Second, understanding the source of incompleteness can assist in targeting inter-

ventions to help individuals make decisions. Thinking back to our example of an

individual who is unable to decide between two insurance plans, this could be be-

cause they are unsure about their beliefs (say, their belief of developing a serious

illness in the coming year), or it could be because they are unsure about their risk

aversion. These two sources of incompleteness imply different policy interventions.

In particular, belief uncertainty might call for targeted information provision. How-

ever, if incompleteness stems from preference uncertainty instead—as we find in our

data—then these information interventions would go to waste.

Furthermore, our objective lotteries are some of the simplest decisions we can ask

individuals to make. We see incompleteness even in this environment, and it is

natural to conjecture that incompleteness would only increase in more complicated

settings. Indeed, we find that 76% of subjects directly reveal incompleteness in a

treatment where we make the choice objects more complex and ambiguous (a large

increase from the 39% of subjects in our main data). This suggests that the rates of

incompleteness that we see in our main data represent a lower bound on the extent

of incompleteness. In addition, we find that forced choice leads to less-coherent pref-

erences even in this simple environment, and we conjecture that forced choice would

lead to even more inconsistencies in more complex environments. We leave further

study of this to future work, but it would be interesting to extend analysis into more

naturalistic choice environments with more complex comparisons.

That said, we view our results as a positive message for researchers conducting

simple experiments to measure and understand preferences. Incompleteness does

exist and we can make cleaner inference on preferences when we allow subjects

to express their incompleteness. However, incompleteness is relatively uncommon

in these decisions, so forced choice paradigms are likely to approximate underlying
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tastes relatively well.

Finally, as we discuss more in Section IV, our data and design open interesting

questions on the nature and interpretation of incompleteness. We still observe pref-

erence reversals in our Non-Forced data. Some of this could be attributed to errors or

stochastic preferences, but we find evidence that individuals have some incomplete-

ness in their preferences that they are unaware of. Along similar logic, it could be

that individuals approach our environment by developing heuristics or procedures

in order to complete their preferences. We cannot identify this directly, but if this

were the case, it provides another avenue by which our experiment underestimates

the amount of incompleteness in preference. It would be very interesting to better

understand the process of how individuals complete their preferences when forced to

make choices.

I. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

We discuss our identification and the underlying theoretical interpretation of prefer-

ences in the context of our experimental design. We designed our experiment with

three broad goals: 1. capture the extent of incompleteness and indifference in in-

dividuals’ preferences, 2. analyze how forced choice affects inference on preferences

relative to non-forced choice, and 3. identify the extent to which incompleteness re-

sults from imprecise beliefs relative to imprecise tastes. We conduct our experiment

in the domain of simple binary choices over monetary lotteries. We chose this domain

precisely for its simplicity and because questions of this form have been studied ex-

tensively in the literature, so our results can provide an easy comparison to previous

work.

We first describe the lottery choices and treatments and then describe our method

of eliciting incompleteness.

I.A. The Event

We chose a novel event structure over which to design our lotteries. The payoff of

each lottery was determined by the part of speech of the Merriam-Webster Dictionary

Word of the Day on a pre-specified future date.5 For example, one lottery would pay

5The Merriam-Webster Dictionary posts a “word of the day” every day, intended to teach people
new words.
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$2 if the word of the day in 3 days is a verb, and would pay $14 if the word of the day

in 3 days is not a verb. We provided subjects with a list of previous words of the day

and their parts of speech for a past month to give them a sense of the frequency of

each part-of-speech. We do not provide subjects with the empirical frequency of these

parts of speech for either the Merriam-Webster Word of the Day or for the English

language in general, and this was not easily found on the internet to the best of our

knowledge.

At the end of the experiment, we elicit subjects’ subjective belief that the word of

the day on the pre-specified date would be a verb. We discuss payment from the ex-

periment below, but if subjects were paid for their beliefs, then we incentivized this

report using an incentive-compatible Becker-DeGroot-Marschak procedure (Becker

et al., 1964). Following this, we ask subjects whether they are certain of this belief

or not. In case they are not, we allow them to specify a range of beliefs in addi-

tion to their point estimate. We followed the elicitation procedure from Giustinelli

et al. (2019), who elicit precise and imprecise beliefs about individuals’ likelihood of

developing late-onset dementia. This elicitation was unincentivized.

There are a few reasons why we used a subjective event in our main experiment.

First, we find it interesting to understand the role of uncertain beliefs contributing

to incompleteness, so we wanted to allow for this in our experiment while still trying

to measure and decompose beliefs from preferences. Second, most experiments that

try to measure incompleteness use objective uncertainty (we review these papers in

Section III). Thus, a contribution of our paper is to study incompleteness over sim-

ple monetary gambles, but allowing for individuals to form their own—potentially

uncertain—subjective beliefs. This also allows us to compare incompleteness in ob-

jective versus subjective environments as we discuss below, which is one of our main

results. Third, especially because we ran the experiment online, we wanted an event

that was not controlled by the experimenter. We felt this might help subjects trust

the ambiguous process of determining the state, without worrying that the experi-

ment was “rigged” in some way. We also felt this would avoid issues of “comparative

ignorance” or other concerns about the experimenter knowing the state while sub-

jects did not (Fox and Tversky, 1995). Finally, we wanted an event over which sub-

jects could form subjective beliefs, but where they might be uncertain about these

beliefs. Many ambiguous events result in subjects forming uniform beliefs (e.g.,

whether the temperature in a city across the world will be above or below X degrees),
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and we wanted to allow for more heterogeneity in belief formation.

I.B. Lotteries

Subjects make binary choices over lotteries that specify payoffs to be received if the

word of the day is a verb or not a verb. We denote a lottery by (x, y) where $x is

the payoff the subject would receive if the word of the day is not a verb and $y is

the payoff they would receive if the word of the day is a verb. There are two within-

subject treatments (described below). In each treatment, subjects faced two blocks of

25 questions each. In a block, subjects compare 25 lotteries to a “reference lottery”

for a total of 25 comparisons per block. Figure I shows the two reference lotteries—

(9, 11) and (14, 2)—and the 23 other lotteries used in the experiment. We chose one

reference lottery to be fairly symmetric and the other asymmetric across states. Note,

the reference lotteries were themselves comparison lotteries, so we asked subjects

to compare each reference lottery to itself, and asked subjects to compare the two

reference lotteries to each other.

We chose these specific lotteries, rather than randomly-generated lotteries or other

methods of selection, to target a region of likely incompleteness. In particular, we

considered a range of beliefs around pr(verb) = 1
3 with linear and log utility func-

tions. For reference, this is visualized in the Appendix in Figures VII and VI. In ad-

dition to targeting incompleteness, we included some lotteries related by dominance,

and some that would be comparable by most preferences.

To subjects in the experiment, we referred to the lotteries as “gambles.” We did

not make a distinction between reference and comparison gambles. Instead, we said

that one gamble would stay the same across a block while the other varied.

I.C. Treatments

We had two within-subject treatments. The “Non-Forced” treatment allowed subjects

to report strict preference, indifference, and incompleteness. Specifically, subjects

could report one of four options, reported verbatim below:

1. I rank Gamble 1 above Gamble 2

2. I rank Gamble 2 above Gamble 1

3. I rank Gambles 1 and 2 exactly the same

4. I don’t know how I rank Gambles 1 and 2
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Figure I: Comparison Lotteries
Note: Points show the payoffs associated with the 25 lotteries used in the experiment. The black

diamonds show the reference lotteries, (9,11) and (14,2). Both reference lotteries were themselves
comparison lotteries, so we had subjects compare each reference lottery to itself, to the other

reference lottery, and to the 23 lotteries represented by the open circles.

We interpret the first two options as strict preference, the third as indifference, and

the fourth as incompleteness. The order of the four options on subjects’ screens was

randomized independently across each question. We include a screen shot in Ap-

pendix Figure VIII.

In the Forced treatment subjects could report one of two options:

1. I rank Gamble 1 above Gamble 2

2. I rank Gamble 2 above Gamble 1

Again, the order of the options was randomized independently in each question. We

told subjects that if they did not know how they ranked the gambles, or if they ranked

them exactly the same, then they should “choose one of the two possibilities that

(they) think fits best.”

Subjects saw the Forced and Non-Forced treatments in random order. Within each
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treatment, we randomized the order of the two reference lottery blocks. Within each

block, we randomized the order of the 25 lotteries. Thus, in total, subjects made 100

binary choices between gambles (25 lotteries × 2 reference lotteries × 2 treatments).

I.D. Payment

Subjects were paid for one random decision that they made throughout the experi-

ment. There were three main payment possibilities: 1. a decision in the Non-Forced

treatment, 2. a decision in the Forced treatment, or 3. their reported belief.

If they were paid for a decision in the Non-Forced treatment, then we implement

our estimation procedure. We describe this in detail below. If they were paid for a

decision in the Forced treatment, then we randomly selected one of the lottery choices

and paid them the lottery they chose in this decision. This is an entirely standard

incentivization for binary choices, so subjects should choose their preferred lottery in

each binary decision. If they were paid for their reported belief, then we paid them

according to the BDM procedure, for a bet worth $5.

Since payments were based on the word of the day in the future, subjects did not

receive event-based payments immediately. They received their $5 show-up fee on

the day of the experiment, but, if randomly-selected to receive a bonus payment,

then they received their bonus payment on the pre-specified future date 3 days in

the future.

I.E. The Algorithm

One innovation of our experiment is to introduce a new paradigm for eliciting in-

completeness and indifference. To do this, we adapt the basic idea of the elicitation

used in Krajbich et al. (2017) and Kessler et al. (2019), adjusted in a way that allows

for the elicitation of incomplete preferences. In particular, we tell subjects that their

responses will teach an “algorithm” the kinds of gambles that they prefer, and the

algorithm will use these responses to pay them for a different question at the end

of the experiment. The question paid is never a question that was asked to subjects

directly. The main idea is that reporting strict preference or indifference will help

the algorithm to better understand a subject’s preferences over gambles, but if a sub-

ject reports incompleteness, then this lottery question simply does not enter into the

algorithm.
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We designed the details of the elicitation procedure with the following goals in

mind:

1. Allow subjects to report incompleteness in a straightforward and transparent

way

2. Not be forced to complete preferences when subjects report incompleteness

3. Allow estimated preferences to be incomplete

We will describe the actual mechanics of the algorithm in detail. We want to be

upfront about the fact that this algorithm is potentially manipulable; we believe the

relatively “small” and detectable incentive compatibility sacrifices were necessary to

accomplish the goals above. In the Results section, we provide a wide range of evi-

dence that subjects are not manipulating the algorithm. Given this, we first describe

the information that we gave to subjects—which informs subjects’ beliefs about the

algorithm—and then discuss the underlying mechanics.

Following Danz et al. (2020), we give subjects minimal details about how the algo-

rithm works. Specifically, we tell subjects the following:

We will not actually pay you directly for the gambles in these question
groups. Instead, we will pay you based on what your responses imply
about what gambles you prefer in some other decision that you will not
face. We will use your choices in this question group to understand what
types of gambles you like or dislike. At the end of the experiment, we will
pick two gambles. We will pay you the gamble that we think you prefer
out of those two randomly selected gambles. We will use your earlier
choices to decide which gamble we think you prefer in this decision...

• If you say that you rank one gamble over the other, then we will use
this information to help our algorithm understand which gambles
you would rather have.

• If you say that you rank the two gambles equally, then we will use
this information to help our algorithm understand when having ei-
ther of two gambles is the same to you.

• If you say that you do not know how to rank the two gambles, then
we will not use that question in our algorithm.

We give subjects an example of how stating a preference for $5 over $4 can teach

the algorithm that you prefer more money to less. We conclude by telling subjects:
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Therefore, you have an incentive to tell us which gamble you rank higher,
or that you rank them equally. If you do that consistently, our algorithm
will use your answers to get a better idea of your preferred gamble at
the end of the experiment. You also have an incentive to tell us when
you do not know so that we do not enter your choice into our algorithm.
If you told us that you rank one above the other when in reality you
were unsure, our algorithm might get the ‘wrong idea’ about the types
of gambles you prefer.

Subjects can click a button to learn more detailed information about the algorithm;

27% of subjects click this button, and they are ∼10 percentage points more likely to

report incompleteness.

The actual “algorithm” that we implement is very simple and is designed to map

out the subject’s better-than and worse-than sets. We start with a “better-than set”

and a “worse-than set” that each contain 10 randomly-selected lotteries from the

space of all possible lotteries (x, y), with x, y ∈ [0,20]. When a subject reports that

(x, y) is strictly preferred to a reference lottery, we replace one of the lotteries in the

better-than set with (x+ i, y+ i), i ∈ [1,5].6 When a subject reports that the reference

lottery is strictly preferred to (x, y), we replace one of the lotteries in the worse-

than set with (x− i, y− i). When a subject reports indifference between a reference

lottery and (x, y), we replace one of the lotteries in the better-than set and one in the

worse-than set as described above. When a subject reports incompleteness, we do not

change the better than and worse than sets.

If a subject was paid from this procedure, then we randomly selected to pay them

from the better-than set or worse-than set with equal chance. If we randomly selected

the worse-than set, then the subject would receive the reference lottery as payment

(since they preferred the reference lottery to any lottery in the worse-than set). If

we randomly selected the better-than set, then we would randomly select one of the

lotteries in the better-than set, and the subject would receive this lottery as payment.

This elicitation procedures accomplishes our three main goals. First, we believe

that the ability for subjects to report strict preference, indifference, and incomplete-

ness in natural language is intuitive and transparent. Second, this procedure does

not ever force us to complete preferences when subjects report incompleteness. Given
6In most of our data, i = 1. However, technically there are two comparison lottery pairs for which

(x1 +1, y1 +1)= (x2, y2), so one of the lotteries that could be put into the better-than or worse-than set
was itself a comparison lottery. Because of this, in later treatments, we randomly select i and put a
restriction to prevent this. We do not believe this makes a difference in practice.
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that subjects are never paid for any of the exact choices p vs. q that they make

throughout the experiment, we are never forced to complete their preference between

p and q comparisons in which they report incompleteness. Finally, the procedure

described above allows for estimated preferences to be incomplete. We are simply

constructing better-than and worse-than sets, and the union of these sets need not

(and in fact does not) span the entire space of lotteries.

Designing an elicitation mechanism that can accomplish these goals does not come

for free. The one major drawback of this type of procedure is that the questions sub-

jects answer influence the possible lottery choices they could be paid. In particular,

the lotteries that are replaced into the better-than and worse-than sets are a func-

tion (via dominance) of the questions that a subject answers with strict preference or

indifference. An alternative procedure would be to fix one payment question, and use

the subjects’ answers to estimate which option they would prefer in this pre-specified

question so that a subject’s choices cannot influence the question they are paid for.

We found this undesirable precisely because we are studying incomplete preferences:

What if a subject had incomplete preferences in this pre-specified question? In other

words, we wanted to allow for “estimated preferences” also to be incomplete, rather

than forcing a complete preference for payment, even in an outside question. This

requires a procedure where subjects’ answers influence the question that could be

paid.

As a result, this algorithm is not incentive compatible for all possible beliefs and

preferences. For example, if a subject thought that the better than set contained

“very good” lotteries to start with, then they would not want to indicate that any

comparison lotteries were preferred to the reference lottery, since this would replace

a “very good” lottery with an inferior one. There is no reason for subjects to hold

this belief and it is not accurate—the better-than and worse-than sets start out with

randomly-generated lotteries, and we state this in the additional information about

the algorithm.7

While we find it implausible that subjects formed beliefs that would lead them

to manipulate the algorithm, such beliefs are possible and we cannot rule them out

completely. In practice, less than 30% of subjects click to read detailed information

7We needed the sets to start with randomly-selected lotteries to give subjects an incentive to
answer questions where they had a strict preference. Otherwise, a subject could, for example, answer
one question and be guaranteed that lottery for payment.
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about the algorithm, so most subjects have not read the logistics of how these better

than and worse than sets are created, and those who do learn this detailed informa-

tion are even more likely to report incompleteness.8 Furthermore, we asked subjects

why they (n)ever reported incompleteness. For those who never reported incomplete-

ness, 92% said this was because they “always preferred one over the other.” For those

that did report incompleteness, 86% said that they did so because they “didn’t know

which gamble (they) preferred” or “did not know how to compare the gambles.” We

discuss these survey responses more in Section II.

Furthermore, we note that, for each subject, we also have their choice in the Forced

treatment for comparison. Choices in the Forced treatment were incentivized in the

standard way where subjects have no incentive to manipulate their responses. We

can compare choices and preferences across these treatments to detect blatant evi-

dence of manipulation.

I.F. Participants

In our main analysis, we analyze data from a total of 501 participants recruited

through Prolific, an online participant recruitment platform.9 We paid subjects $5

for completing the experiment. Subjects took 35 minutes to complete the experiment

on average, so the ∼$9/hr wage is commensurate with other studies on Prolific where

researchers are required to pay at least $6.50/hr. In addition, each subject had a

10% chance of being randomly selected to receive a bonus payment based on their

decisions in the experiment. The average bonus payment among those who received

a bonus was $12.10.
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Figure II: Three Example Subjects in the Non-Forced Treatment
Note: Graphs show the full choice data for three example subjects in the Non-Forced treatment,

separated by reference lottery. When subjects reported a range of beliefs, we plot the risk neutral
indifference curve implied by the minimum of the range as “min belief” and the maximum of the

range as “max belief.” When subjects reported degenerate beliefs, this belief is reflected in the plot.
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II. RESULTS

Before outlining our main results, we demonstrate the data that we collect using a

few example subjects. Figure II shows the data from the Non-Forced treatment for

three subjects; for each subject, we show the two reference lotteries separately. The

circles represent lotteries that are preferred to the reference lottery, while the refer-

ence lottery is preferred to the comparison lotteries that are marked with squares.

Diamonds mark indifference, and triangles mark incompleteness.

Subject 100—shown in the top two panels—is an example of a perfectly risk-

neutral decision-maker who has complete and consistent preferences. They reported

a sure belief of pr(verb) = 0.50, and we plot the risk-neutral indifference curve im-

plied by this belief on each graph. Subject 100 reports indifference for the lotteries

that lie on these indifference curves, and reports strict preference for all other lot-

teries. Lotteries that lie above the indifference curve are preferred to the reference

lottery, while the reference lottery is preferred to lotteries lying below the indiffer-

ence curve.

In contrast, Subject 359—shown in the middle two panels—has consistent pref-

erences, but they are incomplete. The lotteries that are strictly preferred to the

reference lottery (circles) all lie to the northeast of the lotteries that are strictly dis-

preferred (squares), emphasizing the consistency of the strict portion of their pref-

erences. However, many lotteries are incomparable to the reference lottery. Subject

359 is not sure of their belief and reported a belief range of pr(verb) ∈ [0.4,0.8]. Note

that their incomplete preferences generally fall within this belief range, suggesting

that their incompleteness could result from their imprecise beliefs.

Subject 92—shown in the bottom two panels—is our maximally-incomplete sub-

ject, with 14 total incomparabilities. However, Subject 92 reported a sure belief of

pr(verb) = 0.40, so their incompleteness does not result from stated imprecise be-

liefs.

8Of course this is endogenous; we have not run a treatment where we exogenously give informa-
tion to everyone about the detailed algorithm. Danz et al. (2020) have shown that providing more
information about complicated algorithms can lead to more misreporting, so we designed our experi-
ment motivated by this type of reasoning.

9We restricted to participants of US nationality, with at least 98% approval rate, who had partici-
pated in at least 50, but no more than 500, previous studies on Prolific. These 501 subjects were col-
lected in two waves. In May 2021, we recruited 119 subjects. We self-replicated our exact experiment,
recruiting 382 additional subjects in November 2021. Results from the two waves are statistically
indistinguishable, so we pool the data.
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II.A. The Prevalence of Incompleteness

Table I reports the aggregate choice data for our two reference lotteries in the Non-

Forced treatment. (9,11) is strictly preferred to 56% of our comparison lotteries,

while (14,2) is strictly preferred to only 17%. This ensures that our choices suffi-

ciently cover the space of preferences. For both of our reference lotteries, subjects re-

port being indifferent in about 5% of comparisons, while incompleteness is the least

common at 2–3%. Recall that we had subjects compare the reference lottery to it-

self; we exclude those comparisons in Table I. As we report below, almost all subjects

report indifference in these cases.

Reference Lottery Prefer Reference Prefer Comparison Indifferent Incomplete
(9, 11) 55.6% 37.5% 4.7% 2.2%
(14, 2) 16.9% 75.2% 4.6% 3.3%

Table I: Aggregate Choice Data
Note: Subjects made 25 comparisons for each reference lottery. The table presents the percentage of

subjects who preferred the reference lottery, preferred the comparison lottery, were indifferent
between the two, and were unable to compare the two, aggregated across subjects. Excluded here are

the comparisons in which we asked subjects to compare the reference lottery to itself.

These averages mask substantial heterogeneity, as evidenced by Figure II. 39% of

subjects (N=195) report some amount of incompleteness, while the remaining 61%

have fully complete preferences in the comparisons that we presented. Figure III

shows a histogram of the number of directly revealed incomplete comparisons by

subject. As the histogram shows, most subjects who report incompleteness do so

in relatively few comparisons. Among those with any incompleteness, the average

number of incomplete comparisons is 3.3 out of 50 total questions. The subject with

the most observed incompleteness in our data reported 14 incomparabilities across

the two reference lotteries.

Our data suggest that many individuals have incomplete preferences, but the de-

gree of directly revealed incompleteness is small. One might worry that 2–3% of data

simply reflects noise, but we show below that incompleteness behaves very systemat-

ically.10 This also suggests that individuals are using the incomplete response option

in situations where they really are unable to rank the two alternatives, rather than

10Note also that the extent of incompleteness is a function of the lottery questions we chose, so the
level of incompleteness should not be taken too literally. The subject-level measure is more robust, as
we show below.
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Figure III: Subject-Level Incompleteness
Note: The figure reports the distribution of the number of incomplete comparisons each subject

indicated. 61% of subjects had complete preferences with zero incomplete comparisons.

other potential interpretations.

Demographics We look to see the relationship between incompleteness and ob-

served demographics to see if there are any individual correlates with incomplete-

ness. For a subsample of our main subjective treatment, we collected information on

subjects’ gender, age, education, socioeconomic status, and whether they invested or

not.11 The only significant predictor of incompleteness is gender—34% of men and

43% of women report having incomplete preferences (Fisher’s exact p = 0.052; a full

probit regression can be found in Appendix Table VI). Furthermore, we find that gen-

der differences in incompleteness do not stem from women being less sure of their

beliefs—49% of women and 43% of men are uncertain about their beliefs (Fisher’s

exact p = 0.150).

11We did not collect education and SES for our original 119 subjects, and not all Prolific participants
have filled out this demographic information. As a result, we have all demographic variables for 302
of our 501 subjects.
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II.B. Indifference vs. Incompleteness

As evident in Table I, subjects are more likely to report indifference than incomplete-

ness. Theoretically, indifference is “knife-edge” and should be less prevalent than

incompleteness. This brings to question how subjects perceived indifference and in-

completeness and how to interpret these choice responses. We present four pieces of

evidence suggesting that subjects do differentiate between indifference and incom-

pleteness in a way that aligns with our theoretical interpretations.

Survey Evidence At the end of our study, we asked subjects who ever reported

incompleteness why they did so. We gave subjects a few answer options and asked

them to select all that applied. 77% indicated that they “did not know which gam-

ble (they) preferred,” and 18% indicated that they “did not know how to compare

the gambles.” We also asked subjects who never reported incompleteness to state

why they did not use this answer option. 92% said that they “always preferred one

gamble over the other.” Less than 1% of subjects stated that they “did not trust the

algorithm if (they) said (they) didn’t know,” and less than 1% said that they “didn’t

know what would happen if (they) said (they) didn’t know.” Thus, it does not seem

that the low degree of incompleteness is due to distrust or misunderstanding of our

incentivization procedure.

Mechanical Indifference and Incompleteness Second, as a “sanity check,” we

included each reference lottery as a comparison lottery with itself. That is, subjects

were asked to compare (9,11) with itself, and were asked to compare (14,2) with it-

self. 92% and 93% of subjects reported indifference in these comparisons.12 This

gives us reassurance that subjects report indifference when they “should” report in-

difference.

The question remains as to whether subjects report incompleteness when they

“should.” This is harder to detect given that we cannot as easily induce incom-

pleteness. We attempt to demonstrate this at least directionally with an additional

treatment. We recruit 200 new participants through Prolific. For these subjects, we

withhold payoff-relevant information in some comparisons, and argue that subjects

“should” be more likely to report incompleteness when they do not have full informa-

12As noted above, these comparisons are excluded from Table I, so it does not explain the higher
prevalence of indifference than incompleteness.
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tion.

In particular, we asked subjects about the following comparisons13:

1. (14, x) vs. (14, x)

2. (14, x) vs. (8, x)

3. (14, x) vs. (14, y)

4. (14,5−3x+ y+ (1∗−2)) vs. (7+ (1− x)+2∗ y− (6+4),19)

5. (5,6+5x−2(y+1)) vs. (5,8− y+3x− (2∗3))

We tell subjects that x and y represent some possible payment amount between

$0 and $20, but we do not tell them the exact amount.14 If subjects understand and

trust our algorithm, they would be indifferent between (14, x) and (14, x), despite un-

certainty about x. Similarly, they would have a strict preference between (14, x) and

(8, x). However, they might not be able to compare (14, x) and (14, y), given the un-

certainty about x and y. It is possible that subjects still form beliefs about x and y,

enabling them to form a strict preference, or that they are indifferent between them

resulting perhaps from the principle of insufficient reason. Nevertheless, we predict

that subjects would be more likely to report incompleteness for this comparison than

for our comparisons with full information. Finally, we attempt to exaggerate incom-

pleteness by including the last two options that are deliberately complex. We predict

that we would see the most incompleteness for these comparisons.

Strict Preference Indifferent Incomplete
($14,$x) vs. ($14,$x) 5% 93% 3%
($14,$x) vs. ($8,$x) 94% 4% 3%
($14,$x) vs. ($14,$y) 13% 51% 36%
Complex1 46% 6% 48%
Complex2 39% 11% 51%

Table II: Aggregate Choice Data
Notes: Complex1 refers to (14,5−3x+ y+ (1∗−2)) vs. (7+ (1− x)+2∗ y− (6+4),19) and Complex2

refers to (5,6+5x−2(y+1)) vs. (5,8− y+3x− (2∗3)).

Results, shown in Table II, confirm our hypotheses. 93% of individuals are in-

different between (14, x) and (14, x) and 94% report strict preference between (14, x)
13In implementation, we set x = 2 and y = 5, since (14, 2) and (5, 19) were lotteries we included in

our original treatments.
14In implementing the experiment, we used % and # symbols rather than x and y. We tell subjects

that, when the same symbol appears in both options, it represents the same amount of money. When
two different symbols appear, they represent different amounts of money.
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and (8, x). We take this as reassurance that the act of withholding information itself

does not lead to incompleteness. However, individuals are much more likely to re-

port incompleteness in comparisons where the lack of information makes it difficult

to form a preference. 36% report incompleteness between (14, x) and (14, y), and half

of subjects report incompleteness in our complex comparisons. While we still can-

not say whether the remaining half of subjects “should” report incompleteness here,

results demonstrate, at least directionally, that individuals are willing to report in-

completeness when they do not know how to compare two alternatives. Indeed, 76%

of individuals report incompleteness at least once in this treatment, compared to 39%

in our original data (Fisher’s exact, p < 0.001).

Location As an additional comparison of incompleteness and indifference, we find

that subjects report indifference for very different lotteries than those for which they

report incompleteness, again suggesting that individuals treat these response types

differently. Individuals tend to report incompleteness for lotteries that are “far” from

the reference lottery, while they report indifference for lotteries closer to the ref-

erence lottery. We quantify this using the Euclidean distance from the reference

lottery to the comparison lottery. Table III reports the average distance from the ref-

erence lottery for indifferent and incomplete comparisons. The average distance is

significantly higher for incomplete responses than indifferent responses. Our (14,2)

reference lottery emphasizes this result, since this lottery is very skewed and many

comparison lotteries are relatively far from it in Euclidean space. This also explains

why we see more responses indicating incompleteness in this treatment in aggregate.

ranksum
Reference Lottery Indifferent Incomplete p−value

(9, 11) 2.61 6.41 < 0.0001
(14, 2) 3.32 9.56 < 0.0001

Table III: Average Euclidean Distance from Reference Lottery
Note: For comparisons where subjects indicated indifference or incompleteness, we calculate the
Euclidean distance between the reference lottery and comparison lottery. The table presents the

average distance across subjects for both of these response options.

We find this result interesting for a few reasons. First, it coincides with the pre-

dictions of many theoretical models of incompleteness. There is simply “more room”

for lotteries to fall into the regions of incompleteness when they are far from the
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reference lottery. Second, it suggests that incompleteness is exacerbated for compar-

isons that involve objects which are very different from one another. More work is

needed to understand this, but it suggests that local trade-offs are easier to make

than trade-offs across very different dimensions.

Response Times Finally, we analyze response times conditional on choice. In each

comparison, we record the time it takes a subject to submit their decision. Subjects

take 8.82 seconds to submit a strict preference, on average. This is directionally

though not significantly faster than indifference (10.13 seconds, p = 0.109) and in-

completeness (10.95 seconds, p = 0.078).15 Thus, it appears that incompleteness is

the slowest response type in our data.

We confirm this relationship in the Forced treatment, as well. We identify com-

parisons where subjects reported indifference or incompleteness in the Non-Forced
treatment, and look to see their response times in these comparisons when we force

them to choose. Again, we find that subjects take the longest to respond in compar-

isons where they were being forced to complete their preference, though the differ-

ences are not statistically significant (strict preference: 7.39 sec; indifference: 6.81

sec; incompleteness: 7.94 sec; p > 0.14).

Taken all together, we find evidence that individuals do have incompleteness in

their preferences, and they treat this separate from indifference.

Result 1. Over one third (≈ 40%) of subjects directly reveal incompleteness in their
preferences. Secondary evidence agrees with an interpretation of these incomparabil-
ities as evidence of incompleteness. However, while we can detect incompleteness in
preferences, it is relatively rare and appears in only a few comparisons on average.

II.C. The Source of Incompleteness

Given that we observe incompleteness in preferences over uncertainty, a natural

question is whether this incompleteness results from individuals’ tastes or their

beliefs. One theory is that incompleteness reflects imprecision in beliefs ((Bewley,

2002), while an alternative hypothesis is that incompleteness reflects imprecision in

tastes (Aumann, 1962). We look to see whether subjects with incomplete preferences
15We exclude exact comparisons in this calculation, since the response time literature typically

does not ask subjects to choose between two identical objects. p−values are reported from a linear
regression with standard errors clustered at the subject level.
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are more likely to have imprecise beliefs, lending support for the first hypothesis, or

instead whether incompleteness is as prevalent in individuals with precise beliefs,

indicating a source of imprecise tastes.

Figure IV: Distribution of Reported Beliefs of the Likelihood that the Word of the
Day will be a Verb
Note: The left panel presents the distribution of reported beliefs that the word of the day would be a
verb. The right panel presents the distribution of the size of belief ranges for the 46% of subjects who

reported having an uncertain belief.

The left panel of Figure IV shows the distribution of reported beliefs that the Word

of the Day will be a verb. Most subjects are clustered around a belief of one-third,

with another group clustered around one-half. 46% of subjects indicate uncertainty

about their reported belief. This is on par with the 49% of subjects who report un-

certainty about developing late-onset dementia—a dramatically different event—in

Giustinelli et al. (2019). Subjects who report uncertainty about their belief have the

opportunity to report a range of beliefs, and on average, they report ranges that span

20 percentage points. The full distribution of belief ranges for those with uncertain

beliefs can be found in the right panel of Figure IV.

If incompleteness stems mainly from uncertainty in beliefs, we would expect the

subjects who report incompleteness to be the subjects who indicate uncertainty about

their beliefs. Table IV shows the joint distribution between incompleteness and be-

lief uncertainty. Of those with incomplete preferences, only half have uncertain be-

liefs. Among subjects with belief uncertainty, 42% report incomplete preferences,

directionally but not significantly higher than the 36% reporting incompleteness

among those with certain beliefs (Fisher’s exact, p = 0.168). Furthermore, among

the subsample of subjects with imprecise beliefs, we find no significant correlation
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between tendency to report incompleteness and the size of the belief range (correla-

tion: 0.0372, p = 0.575). Thus, despite evidence that many subjects have imprecise

beliefs, we do not find evidence that this is the main contributor to incompleteness in

preferences.

Preferences
Complete Incomplete

Certain Belief 34.7% 19.6%
Uncertain Belief 26.3% 19.4%

Table IV: Relationship Between Incompleteness and Imprecise Beliefs
Note: The table presents the aggregate percentage of subjects broken down by whether they have
certain or uncertain beliefs and whether they have complete or incomplete preferences. Reported

percentages are unconditional.

Objective Lotteries To confirm the previous finding, we run two additional treat-

ments, each with about 150 new subjects recruited through Prolific. These treat-

ments are exactly the same as our original experiment, except that we provide sub-

jects with an objective probability. Specifically, in one treatment, we tell subjects that

there is a 1
3 chance of the event realizing—analogous to a 1

3 chance that the word of

the day would be a verb—and in the other, we tell subjects that there is a 1
2 chance

of the event realizing.16 These objective probabilities reflect the modal beliefs from

our subjective version of the experiment, allowing us to make comparisons about

the likelihood of incompleteness across objective and subjective uncertainty. We still

elicit subjects’ beliefs at the end of the experiment and we ask them whether they

are certain about this belief.

First, we find that individuals are indeed more sure of their beliefs in our objective

treatments. Aggregating across all subjects in both objective treatments, only 11%

indicated that they were unsure about their reported belief. This is significantly

lower than the 46% who indicated belief uncertainty in the subjective treatment

16Since we want to truthfully tell subjects the objective probabilities while keeping everything as
similar as possible to our subjective treatments, we show subjects pictures of cards that have “verb”
or “not a verb” written on them. For example, in the treatment where we induce an objective prior of
1
3 , we show subjects three cards, one of which says “verb” and the other two say “not a verb.” We tell
subjects that we will randomly select one of these cards and the label of the card will determine their
payment from a given lottery. We tell subjects that they can watch us live-streaming the card draw
on Twitch in three days to further instill trust in the randomization process. We did live-stream the
card draws, but did not have any viewers.
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(Fisher’s exact, p < 0.001).17 This further confirms that our subjective event—the

Merriam Webster Dictionary Word of the Day—induced true subjective uncertainty

over which individuals were unable to form precise beliefs. In contrast, they were

sure of their beliefs about our objectively-given probabilities.

At an individual level, we find no significant reduction in the tendency to report

incompleteness when lotteries are defined over events with objective probabilities.

Recall that, in our original data, 39% of subjects reported incompleteness at least

once. We find a similar result in our new objective treatments: 37% of subjects report

incompleteness at least once when probabilities are objectively given (Fisher’s exact,

p = 0.707).

To look at incompleteness on the level of an individual question, we need to com-

pare individuals who have similar beliefs, since the predicted extent of incomplete-

ness depends on one’s belief. Furthermore, our main goal is to analyze the extent to

which belief uncertainty contributes to incompleteness, so we want to consider indi-

viduals with similar beliefs but who are either certain or uncertain about this belief.

Motivated by this, we compare individuals with beliefs near one-third or one-half in

the subjective treatment who are uncertain about this belief to individuals with the

same beliefs in the objective treatment who are certain about their belief. The num-

ber of subjects who fit these criteria are referenced in Table V. For this analysis, we

call reported beliefs in [30,35] “near one-third” and beliefs in [48,52] “near one-half”

in order to allow for small deviations in reporting.

Table V presents the aggregate choice data. For beliefs near one-third, we find

extremely similar rates of incompleteness. For beliefs near one-half, we find slightly

more incompleteness reported by individuals with uncertain beliefs in our subjective

treatment compared to individuals with certain beliefs in our objective treatment

(rank-sum p = 0.280 for beliefs near one-third, p = 0.0130 for beliefs near one-half).

Nevertheless, most of the incompleteness remains even with objective probabilities

that individuals are certain about. Thus, we conclude that belief uncertainty does

not play a large role in contributing to incompleteness.

Result 2. Imprecise beliefs do not explain incompleteness. Of those with incomplete
preferences, only half report being uncertain of their subjective belief. Furthermore,
individuals are equally likely to express incompleteness in objective and subjective

17Of those who were sure of their belief, 78% and 88% of subjects reported a belief equal to the
objectively probability in the 1

3 and 1
2 treatments, respectively.
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Strict Preference Indifferent Incomplete

Near One-Third
Uncertain (N=72) 93.0% 4.1% 2.9%
Certain (N=117) 93.2% 3.5% 3.3%

Near One-Half
Uncertain (N=37) 91.1% 5.8% 3.1%
Certain (N=126) 94.4% 3.5% 2.1%

Table V: Aggregate Choice Data
Note: The table presents the percentage of subjects who had a strict preference, were indifferent, and

were unable to compare the gambles, aggregated across subjects and reference lotteries. Excluded
here are the comparisons in which we asked subjects to compare the reference lottery to itself.

Uncertain 1
3 are subjects who reported beliefs in [30,35] in the subjective treatment and reported

that they were not sure of this belief; Certain 1
3 are subjects who reported beliefs in [30,35] in the

objective treatment and reported that they were sure of this belief. The 1
2 are defined analogously in

the range [48,52]. Sample sizes, N, are reported as number of subjects who satisfy the given belief
restrictions.

environments.

II.D. The Impact of Forced Choice

Given that typical choice experiments follow the structure of our Forced Choice de-

sign (eliciting preferences without allowing for explicit reports of indifference or

incompleteness), we compare choices in the Non-Forced treatment to those in the

Forced treatment to see how indifference and incompleteness affect inferences made

from forced choice designs.The idea is similar to Mandler (2005) and Nishimura and

Ok (2016). They model two preference relations—choices are complete by construc-

tion, but might be intransitive; tastes can be incomplete, but the complete portion of

the relation is transitive. Under this interpretation, our Non-Forced treatment mea-

sures tastes and the Forced treatment measures choices. We analyze the extent to

which these preference relations agree, and the extent to which intransitive choices

can be explained by incomplete tastes.

First, we compare choices in the Forced and Non-Forced treatments where sub-
jects reported a strict preference in the Non-Forced treatment. Here, subjects were

given the option to report indifference or incompleteness and did not, so we would

predict that they should report the same preference in the Forced treatment. Indeed,

subjects give the same response in 85% of such instances. This is a high degree of

consistency in choices where subjects have a strict preference.18

18At a subject-level, only 6% of subjects have completely consistent preferences by this measure.
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Despite the high degree of consistency, we find that subjects exhibit preference re-

versals in 15% of choices in which they revealed a strict preference. Although this

could be evidence of stochastic preferences or “learning” one’s preferences throughout

the experiment, another interpretation is that these preference reversals reflect un-

derlying “indirectly revealed” incompleteness that subjects themselves are not aware

of. We find strong suggestive evidence of this interpretation by comparing the per-

centage of subjects who report incompleteness in a given question to the percentage

of subjects who exhibit a preference reversal in the same question. That is, for each

of our comparison lotteries, we calculate the percentage of subjects who report in-

completeness when comparing this lottery against one of the reference lotteries in

the Non-Forced treatment, and we correlate this with the percentage of subjects who

report a strict preference in the Non-Forced treatment but then choose the other lot-

tery in the Forced treatment. Figure V presents these results separated by reference

lottery.

We find a strong positive correlation between these two percentages: The com-

parisons in which subjects are more likely to report incompleteness are the same

comparisons in which other subjects are likely to exhibit preference reversals (corre-

lation of 0.797 for reference lottery (9,11) and 0.765 for reference lottery (14,2)). This

provides suggestive evidence in favor of the interpretation that preference reversals

can be understood as indirectly revealed incompleteness. Including both directly and

indirectly revealed incompleteness, 97% of subjects have incomplete preferences.

Finally, we note that almost all subjects (93%) who directly reveal incompleteness

in the Non-Forced treatment also indirectly reveal incompleteness by exhibiting a

preference reversal. Thus, we do not interpret these preference reversals to mean

that subjects were distrustful of our experiment and were unwilling to reveal incom-

pleteness directly, since these preference reversals occur at similar rates in subjects

who we know were willing to reveal incompleteness directly. Instead, this suggests

that even individuals who are sometimes aware of their incompleteness have under-

lying incompleteness that they are not aware of.

Result 3. The percentage of subjects who report incompleteness in a given question
is strongly and positively correlated with the percentage of subjects who exhibit a
preference reversal in the same question, suggesting that preference reversals reflect
indirectly revealed incompleteness. If we include these preference reversals as incom-
pleteness, 97% of subjects have incomplete preferences.
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Figure V: Preference Reversals as a Potential Indicator of Underlying Incomplete-
ness
Note: Each point on a graph represents one of our 25 comparison lotteries. The two panels separate

the two reference lotteries.

Next, we compare intransitivies across Forced and Non-Forced choices. Our exper-

imental design allows us to test transitivity in the following way. In both the Forced

and Non-Forced blocks, individuals compare lotteries p to our two reference lotteries,

r1 and r2. As one of these comparisons in each block, individuals also compare r1 and

r2 directly. An individual’s ranking between r1 and r2 allows us to “link” all of the

choices together by transitivity. For example, an individual who prefers p to r1, and

who prefers r1 to r2, should also prefer p to r2. As such, a violation of transitivity is

observed whenever p º r i º r j º p.19

In our Forced choice treatment, individuals are only given the option to report p º
r i or r i º p, so the expression above presents the only possible transitivity violations.

In our Non-Forced treatment, individuals can report indifference explicitly, which

presents additional transitivity violations. For example, p ∼ r i Â r j Â p represents

a Non-Forced transitivity violation, as well. We analyze Non-Forced violations first

only in strict preference and then include indifference.

In forced choice, we find 4.1% of choices constitute a transitivity violation. This

is significantly higher than the 1.9% of strict preferences in the Non-Forced treat-

ment that constitute transitivity violations (p < 0.0001). This gap shrinks but is still

significant when we included Non-Forced intransitivities that involve indifference

(3.6%, p = 0.0184). This is stark, since individuals have four answer options in the
19Recall that we had subjects compare the two reference lotteries to each other twice. It is possible

that a subject reports a different preference across these two choices. We consider it a violation of
transitivity if either report constitutes a violation.
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Non-Forced treatment so trembles would be more likely to lead to intransitivities. Of

the transitivity violations observed in Forced choice, 30% involve a comparison iden-

tified as indifferent or incomplete in the Non-Forced treatment. This is significantly

higher than the percentage of transitive comparisons that include an indifferent or

incomplete comparison (23% vs. 30%, Fisher’s exact p < 0.001). Thus, a significant

proportion of intransitivities in Forced choice can be explained by incompleteness or

indifference.

Result 4. Forced choice leads to more inconsistencies in preferences compared to Non-
Forced choice.

III. RELATED LITERATURE

Our paper is most closely related to other papers that have attempted to identify

incompleteness in preferences. We overview these related methodologies and how

our results compare to what has been found in the literature. We note, however, that

we are not aware of any papers that exist in an environment directly comparable to

ours, so we cannot directly say whether the prevalence and shape of incompleteness

is comparable to the incompleteness found in other methodologies.

Cohen et al. (1985) and Cohen et al. (1987) are the first experimental papers in

which subjects are presented with an “indifference” and an “I do not know” option.

In their case, subjects compare a certainty equivalent to a binary risky option with

given objective probabilities using a price list (they also have an unknown probabil-

ities option). They find that about 10% of subjects display indecision. In their case,

reporting “I do not know” implied the experimenter chose for the subject.

Cubitt et al. (2015) have subjects fill out a standard multiple price list by reporting

a switch point, but also allow subjects to report that they are “not sure about (their)

preference” in any rows. However, in order to incentivize these decisions, subjects

were also required to complete their incomplete preferences by indicating a single

switch point even if they were unsure. Across all of their questions, they find that

87% of subjects report some preference imprecision by using this “unsure” option.

This is in line with Agranov and Ortoleva (2020) who ask subjects to fill out a mul-

tiple price list but allow for the option to explicitly randomize in each row. For sub-

jects who choose to randomize across multiple consecutive rows, one interpretation

is that preferences are imprecise in this range. They find that between 50–75% of
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subjects choose to randomize in a way that is consistent with preference imprecision.

This is also consistent with their earlier work in which 70% of subjects randomize

across multiple repetitions of the same decision (Agranov and Ortoleva, 2017).

While one interpretation of randomization is that subjects have imprecise pref-

erences, individuals might randomize instead if they have convex preferences, util-

ity from gambling, misspecified beliefs about the uncertainty generating process, or

other potential explanations (Agranov et al., 2021). Thus, the literature has at-

tempted to identify evidence of incompleteness in other ways. In a related paper,

Costa-Gomes et al. (2021) use costly deferral as indication of incompleteness. Sub-

jects are presented with choices over consumption goods (in their case, headsets). In

one treatment, subjects were forced to make a choice of headset, while in the other

they could pay a small cost to defer choice to the end of the experiment. They find

that 35% of subjects use the deferral option. They also find that choices are more

coherent in the deferral treatment than in the forced choice treatment, similar to our

results comparing the Forced and Non-Forced treatments.

These experiments used very different elicitation methodologies, but our 39% of

subjects expressing incompleteness is in line with other estimates in the literature.

Randomization seems to be more prevalent than deferral or explicit statements of in-

completeness. This could be because randomization captures additional preferences

as discussed above, or it could be that deferral and explicit incompleteness require

more “sophistication” and awareness of incompleteness. This is consistent with the

conclusion from Cettolin and Riedl (2019), which is that some amount of randomiza-

tion can be attributed to incompleteness while for other subjects it is a manifestation

of their inherent preference for randomization.

Our paper builds on this previous literature and contributes to the understand-

ing of incomplete preferences in a few ways. First, our elicitation procedure reveals

when individuals “do not know” how to make a choice or are unsure of their pref-

erence. We view this as complementary to other elicitation methodologies in the

literature and think it would be interesting to compare what is revealed across these

different methodologies. Second, we design our experiment to conform to theoretical

studies of incompleteness. This allows us to map out “where” incompleteness exists,

and we also explicitly distinguish between indifference and incompleteness. From

this, we are able to identify how indifference and incompleteness are distinct. Third,

we separate imprecise beliefs from imprecise tastes, and find that incompleteness
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results from imprecise tastes more than imprecise beliefs. Fourth, and related to the

previous point, we study incompleteness in a domain of subjective uncertainty while

most previous research has focused on objective uncertainty. We use a novel but

natural event structure that allows for imprecise subjective beliefs, but are still able

to compare this to an equivalent environment with objective uncertainty. Finally,

we confirm what Costa-Gomes et al. (2021) find—that forced choice results in less

consistent decisions—and our experiment further suggests that preference reversals

indicate underlying incompleteness.

Finally, from a methodological perspective, using a preference estimation algo-

rithm to elicit otherwise hard-to-elicit information is very much in the spirit of Kra-

jbich et al. (2017) and Kessler et al. (2019), though neither of these papers use the

mechanism to allow for incompleteness. Krajbich et al. (2017) use an adaptive algo-

rithm to estimate subjects’ preferences in a prospect theory model. To get a better

estimate of preferences, their experiment dynamically chooses which questions to

ask subjects based on their earlier responses. An issue with this is that subjects

could distort their earlier decisions in order to manipulate the questions they see

later. To restore incentive compatibility, the authors tell subjects that the choices

they face are hypothetical, but that these choices will be used to estimate their risk

preferences which will determine their payment.

Kessler et al. (2019) conduct a similar exercise to detect discrimination without

running a resume audit study. They had employers rate resumes known to be hypo-

thetical. They used these ratings to estimate employers’ preferences over candidates,

and used these estimated preferences to match employers with well-suited graduat-

ing seniors from the University of Pennsylvania. This allowed them to estimate

employers true preferences over candidates—revealed through their ratings of the

hypothetical resumes—without spamming employers with fake resumes.

IV. DISCUSSION

Using a novel elicitation mechanism to identify incompleteness, we find that about

40% of subjects have incomplete preferences over simple money lotteries. This mani-

fests most prominently as incomparabilities between lotteries that are relatively “far

apart” from one another. Incompleteness contributes to standard behavioral anoma-

lies such as intransitivities and preference reversals. Our results suggest incom-
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pleteness stems mainly from imprecise tastes rather than imprecise beliefs.

How should one interpret the incompleteness that subjects reveal, or the poten-

tial underlying incompleteness that they do not reveal? There are a few alternate

interpretations of our data that one could take. First, there are some theories of

choice that assume intransitivities must reflect incompleteness; since we do not find

that all intransitivities can be explained through incompleteness, under these the-

ories, there must be residual incompleteness that we cannot detect (Mandler, 2005;

Nishimura and Ok, 2016). This suggests a higher prevalence of incompleteness in

the population—up to 94% of our subjects. However, these preference reversals can

also result from stochastic choice, which we cannot differentiate in our data.

Furthermore, it is possible that subjects have incomplete preferences in this space

but develop heuristics or procedures that enable them to complete their preferences.

We cannot detect this so we cannot rule out this interpretation, and indeed we be-

lieve this to be a reasonable hypothesis. Under this interpretation, the reported

incompleteness we observe should be interpreted as situations where subjects are

unable to find a way to complete their preferences given the heuristics and proce-

dures they have developed. The relationship between heuristics and incompleteness

is an interesting open question.

In addition, and related to our discussions above, the incompleteness we measure

in this design is in some sense a sophisticated incompleteness, where subjects must

know that they don’t know their preference. For example, if we assume intransitiv-

ities and preference reversals reflect incompleteness as discussed above, we would

conclude that subjects are only aware of a fraction of their underlying incomplete-

ness. Other elicitation mechanisms in the literature potentially require less sophis-

tication at the expense of clean interpretation as incompleteness (e.g., randomiza-

tion). The extent to which individuals are sophisticated about their incompleteness

is another interesting open question.

Finally, the question remains as to how one should interpret the levels of incom-

pleteness we see, especially as it pertains to our unusual elicitation methodology.

One can think about this question from two different perspectives: at the level of a

given individual or at the level of a given comparison. At the individual-level, we

find a very stable proportion of individuals—about 40%—report incompleteness in

our subjective and objective treatments. In our deliberately-complex treatment, this

increases to 76%. This suggests that at least three-quarters of subjects trust our
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elicitation mechanism and are willing to report incompleteness, but many of these

subjects do not have incomplete preferences in our standard simple binary choices.

At a comparison-level, it is difficult to say definitively how levels would change

in different environments. As noted, we find more incompleteness in complex ques-

tions. This suggests that the “magnitude” of incompleteness in individuals’ prefer-

ences is underestimated by these simple questions. For example, one could imagine

that choices involving compound lotteries, lotteries with more outcomes, or multi-

dimensional objects would reveal more incompleteness. From this perspective, it is

perhaps surprising that incompleteness remains when we strip away all uncertainty

about probabilities and outcomes.

Our results leave open a number of interesting questions. As we discuss in review-

ing related papers in the literature, there are other methods of identifying incom-

pleteness, and different measures can lead to different conclusions on preferences. It

would be interesting to understand the compare these methodologies to understand

the extent to which they measure the same uncertainty in preferences.

Finally, it would be interesting to understand better how individuals complete

their incomplete preference. In our Forced treatment, individuals are asked to make

a choice even if their preferences are incomplete. Understanding this completion

process better could help interpret standard choice data and potentially could allow

for identification of incompleteness even when individuals are unable to report in-

completeness directly. Along these lines, it would be very interesting to identify any

neurological or biological indicators of completeness.
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A. ADDITIONAL TABLES AND FIGURES

Ever Report Incompleteness
Female 0.359**
Age -0.00471
Education 0.0897
SES -0.0374
Investment -0.0261
Constant -0.353

Table VI: Demographic Predictors of Incompleteness

Figure VI: Comparison Lotteries Calibrated Against Utility Functions
Note: Solid lines show linear indifference curves while dashed lines show log-utility. The black lines

show pr(verb)= 0.2 while grey lines show pr(verb)= 0.4.
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Figure VII: Comparison Lotteries Calibrated Against Utility Functions
Note: Solid lines show linear indifference curves while dashed lines show log-utility. The black lines

show pr(verb)= 0.2 while grey lines show pr(verb)= 0.4.
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Figure VIII: Screenshot of Decision Screen in Non-Forced Treatment
Note: Decisions in the Forced treatment looked exactly the same, without the indifferent and

incomplete answer options.
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